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by 
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SYNOPSIS 

We performed an extensive parametric survey to analyze the differences 
between two methods of calculating soil-structure Interaction. One method 
involves discretizing the ooil-structure system and solving for the com-
plete response with the LUSH computer code. The other method solves for 
the lumped mass structural response with Whitman soil springs. Twelve 
soil-structure interaction problems are solved by each of these methods. 
Representative results are presented and discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The debate within the nuclear industry in the United States over the 
relative merits of various methods of calculating soil-structure inter
action has intensified over the last three years. The debate is largely 
the result of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's position generally 
favoring the finite element approach.1 Certain sectors of the industry 
claim that this ruling is without ttjhnlcal basis, that it requires 
unnecessary expense, and that it inhibits the Judgment of the analyst. We 
have addressed each of these points through lumped mass and finite element 
calculations on a srt of twelve soll-.strueture interaction problems. The 
results of these calculations indicate some of the consequences of the 
choice or aethod. 

APPROACH 

The twelve problems involve four different sites of two thicknesses 
(75 ft, 200 ft) and two stiffnesses (average shear wave velocity of 700 
fp3, 1500 fps). They consist.- three different depths of embedment (0 ft, 
20 ft, and kO ft). These cases, cover a sufficiently wide range of situ
ations to permit us to draw some general conclusions. 

Because of its widespread usage, wc adopted the Whitman spring 
theory* for the lumped cass solutions. We recognize that «sr« sophisti
cated frequency-dependent theories are becoming available and we plan to 
assess them in a future project. Because of its ability to deal with 
nonproportional damping, ws used the SHOCK computer code' to calculate the 
lumped mass response. 

Por the Unite eiesont approach, we used the LUSH* code. LUSH can 
calculate high-frequency response uncontaminated by undaslred damping 
effects. It does, however, require an equivalent linear solution. 

'Engineer, University of California, Lawrence Liveraore Laboratory, 
Livensore, California 9!'550. 



We developed both lumped -USE and plane strain finite elcuent (sodels 
of a reactor building for use in these calculations. Pynaalc equivalence 
betveen these models vas guaranteed. 

Prec-field soil properties and a bedrock line-history as determined 
by 11 SHAKE calculation served as input to the finite elenent oodel. 

Input to SHOCK included the soil spring and dashpot constants and a 
ticc-history. These were also determined by ihe SHAKE calculation ar.d by 
sorse static soil analyses. 

The input to the SHAKE calculations was a surface tine-history whose 
response spoctruia closely Kotched the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocssission 
Kegulato.-y Guide 1.60 (Figure l). The peak acceleration was 0.1 g for the 
30ft sites and 0.3 g for the stiff sites. The acoustic properties of the 
sites are siemarised in Figure ?.. 

RKSULTS AMD -OHCUJSIOKS 

A H our results arc presented in the fors of response spectra for 5J 
dumping at two locations in the structure, the bascsat and the super
structure (figure 3). Sach plot presents both the !uspc4 nasi and the 
finite ciesent results for the rose location. The T plots denote finite 
element results and the " plots denote l-.Kped jxnss results. *«'e present 
the results of n representative five cases; other results are siailar. 
The five cases are keyed in Pigure !*. 

Ve first note that the lusj-ed sass results should be conservative 
because of the dis-.pSng values chosen." Ke alsc sr'.e :.hat the frequency 
window or practical interest is fe-r periods lest than 1.0 seconds. 
?lnislly, wo note that because the structure is very stiff relative to th* 
soil, the fcascsat response is principally determined by the translations! 
sail spring and dnshpot, vhile the superstructure response is detersslned 
»orc by the rocking spring and dnshpot. 

First, consider Use bar ,.«at results. The luaped r.tss spectral 
accelerations nearly always, exceed those cf the finite elnsent ssethffd. 
This is interesting because, in light of our anticipation that tht lirepcd 
siass results would be conservative, St suggests that the finite element 
results ai£ht bo closer to reality. »e wish to crjrhs.tiie however, that 
this conclusion is prcsature vi incut a eesj-arison to data. We al*« notice 
that for increasing depths of eKbedsent, the finite e.lesent results often 
exceed the lunpcd nass results. This, ve feel, is due to dissimilar ssodels 
for csbedser.t in the two approaches. ». third observation £« that the 
spectral peaks frequently, do net alien; this swat be the result of a 
difference between the trsns.latior.nl soil spring constants in the two 
approaches. Finally, ve see that there is usually a unifor* difference 
betueen the results at the lov period end. This could result frco differ
ences in transnational dasping, the translations! spring constant, or per
haps the finite elcr.cnt equivalent linear aethod. It would appear that 
none or these differences could be rrasoved by a staple adjustment of either 
-ethod. 

The superstructure results show slslinr trends. (Icnetally, there is 
i> ! -v period offset between the rcsu'ts, and the spectral peak* do not 
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align exactly, <uid the >.unpod cass results generally exceed the finite 
element results. In addition, hevever, at 1 to ? seconds period, the 
finite elcsent results usially exceed the lusped mass results dramati
cally. We feel that this results frost a difference in the modeling of 
the rocking spring and may suggest the need for a frequency-dependent 
spring. As a practical cattcr, however, the spectral accelerations at 
these periods are of marginal significance in design. 

With regard to the costs of the calculations, ue found that the 
finite eleaent approach vas ccaputor-lnlensive while the lumped sass 
approach vas eanpower intensive. The total dollar cost vas about the 
aase. 

The judgment required for each approach varied appreciably. The 
finite elesent approach is relatively straight forward in iaplescntation, 
and very little is required cf the analyst. On the other hunt", the lumped 
stss approach requires that the analyst quantify the effect of layers on 
the springs and dashpots, delersine an appropriate input excitation, and 
establish a radiation damping coefficient. 

fc'e conclude that she liaijei ssss results arc generally conservative 
relative to the finite ejeaeni results besause of differences in modeling. 
»hiie providing valuable itifersaiion roncernissg the relative difference 
In results, our study cannot at this tlse single ojt a clearly superior 
=clhod. Such a Jelerainaticn =ust be based on good soil-structure inter
action data. The iata could be frc» artificial sources (nuclear explosions, 
high explosives, shaker tables) nr fros real earthquakes. We hope that it 
«ill sos>n be available. 
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Classification of Runs 
XXXYYZ 

Site thickness 
(200 feet) 
{ 75 feet) 

Embedment 
( 1 = 0 feet) 
(2 = 20 feet) 
(3 * 40 feet) 

Site stiffness 
(1= 600 fps) 
(2= 1500 fps) 

Figure 
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